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Abstract

teetioR algorithms for polyhedra, which suppon the contact
analysis needs of simulation, but do not address the other
aspects of contact analysis in mechanical design. such as
lolerancing. Robot motion planning research [8] provides
contact analysis algorithms for a polyhedral robot moving
amidst fixed polyhedral obsl..ac1es. Many of the algorithms
are based on configuration space computation.
This prior research does not provide practical contact
analysis algorithms for pairs of curved parts with contact
changes. Such pairs are very common in mechanical design. The most imponant class is planar pairs. We developed the first comprehensive contact analysis algorithm
for planar pain; based on configuration space computation
[9, 10]. We developed novel mechanical system simulation and tolerancing techniques and demonstrated them on
a variety of planar mechanisms [11, 12].
In this paper, we extend the configuration space compULation algorithm. to pain; of parts that rolate around or
translate along fixed spatial axes. This is the second most
important class for mechanical design. Mosl spatial pain;
move along fixed-axes according La a survey of 2500 mechanisms from an encyclopedia [13] and based on our experienee. Spatial fixed-axes parts are a good way to model planar parts whose motion axes are misaligned due to wear,
assembly error, or manufacturing variation. Thus, our
analysis supports spatial tolerancing of nominally planar
syslems. The part geometry is specified in a parametric boundary representation using planes, cylinders, and
spheres. This class covers almost all planar parts and most
spatial parts, except for spatial gears and cams.
Our strategy is to exploit the specialized part geometry and the two-dimensional structure of the configuration
space to obtain a practical algorithm.. The main technical
contribution is a derivation of low-degree algebraic contact equations in the two pan degrees of freedom that can
readily be solved to obtain contact curves. Prior derivations, such as Baraff [5], provide high-degree systems of
equations that are impractical to solve. We combine the
curves into a configuration space with our fixed-axes algorithm. [9]. We demonstrate a preliminary implementation
on three representative pairs, none of which is covered by

We present the first configuration space computation algorithm for pairs of rigid parts that move along fixed spatial axes. The motivation is contact analysis for mechanical
design of spatial systems and of planar systems with axis
misalignment The part geometry is specified in a parametric boundary representation using planes. cylinders, and
spheres. Our slrategy is to exploit the specialized part geometry and the two-dimensional slruclUre of Ihe configuration space to obtain a practical algorithm. The main
technical contribution is oue derivation oflow-<legree alge-

braic contact equations in the two pan motion parameters.
which can readily be solved to obtain contact curves. We
demonstrate a preliminary implementation on three representative pairs, none of which is covered by prior contacL
analysis algorithms. We show how the program is used to
answer design questions.

1 Introduction
We present a contact analysis algorithm for pain; of
rigid parts that move along fixed spatial axes. The motivation for this algorithm is computer-aided design of mechanical systems. SYSleIDS perform functions by transforming motions via part contacts. The shapes of the inLeIacting parts impose conslrainlS on their motions that
largely determine the syslem function. Contact analysis
is the task of deriving this evolving sequence of contaclS
and motion constraints. Designers use the results La simulate system function, to find and correcl design flaws, to
measure performance, and to compare design alternatives.
Prior research provides conl..act analysis algorithms for
specialized systems. Mechanical simulation research [I, 2]
focuses on efficient methods of solving the contact constraints of permanent contact assemblies, such as linkages
and manipulators. Research in gear design [3] and in cam
design [4] addresses individual contacts and specialized
geometry, such as helical gears, worm gears, and spatial
cams. Graphics research [5, 6, 7] provides fasl collision de-
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prior contact analysis algorilhms. We show how the program is used to answer design questions.

2 Contact analysis
This section presents three representative spatial pairs
that illustrate spatial contact analysis using configuration
spaces. The configuration space of a pair is a complete
representation of the part interactions: any contactquestion
is answerable by a configuration space query. It encodes
quantitative information. such as part motion paUls, and
qualitative information. such as contact changes and failure
modes.
The configuration space is a two-dimensional manifold
whose coordinates are the part degrees of freedom. It is a
torus when both parts fOlate, a cylinder when one rotates,
and a plane when both translate. It partitions into blocked
space where the parts overlap, free space where they do not
touch, and contact space where they touch without overlap.
The contact space partitions into contact curves that represent contact between pairs of part features.
The first example is a planar camlfollower pair (Figure lea»~. The cam has a constant-breadth profile consisting of three arc segmenls. The follower has a rectangular
profile. Nominally, the cam rotates around an orthogonal
axis and the follower translates vertically. Each cam rota·
tion makes the follower go up and down three times. The
narrow gap between the paris prevents jamming.
Figure l(b) shows the configuration space. The gray
area is blocked space, the black curves are contact space,
and the white area in between is free space. Contact space
consists ofupper and lower sinusoids that correspond to the
contact between the cam and the lower and upper follower
horizonLals. Each consists of three pairs of alternating vertexlline and arclline contact curves. The gap between the
sinusoids quantifies the play, which varies with the cam
orientation. The design question is whether axis misalignment causes jamming and if so whether widening the gap
ensures correct function.
To answer these questions, we need to perfonn a spatial contact analysis on the planar pair. The ax..is misalignment lninsforms the contacts between planar features into
spatial ones. For example. the arclline contact becomes a
cylinder/planecontact. Figure l(c) shows the configuration
space with Ihe cam axis tilted by 0.75 degrees. The gap between the parts shrinks, which causes the play to shrink.
Tilting the axis by I degree breaks the free space into six
disconnected pieces, which indicates that the cam cannot
complete a full cycle Gamming).
The second example is a pair of orthogonal spatial gears
(Figure 2(a». The gears are cylindrical plales with five
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Figure 1: (a) Constant-breadlh. cam/follower, (b) its configuration space, (c) configuration space with tilted cam axis.
Parameters 9 and Y are the orientation of the cam and the
vertical displacement of the follower.
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Figure 3: Configuration space of orthogonal gear pair with
(a) longer leelh and (b) tilted axis.

evenly spaced leeth, which are cylinders topped by truncated spheres. The gears rotate around Lheir axes. Rotating

one causes the other to rotate by the same angle. Unlike
(b)

Figure 2: (a) Onhogonal gears and (b) their configuration
space. Parameters 8 and w are the horizontal and vertical
gear orientations.

the first example, the nominal system exhibits spatial contacts. Figure 2(b» shows its configuration space. The con-

tact space represents contacts between tooth sides, caps.
and tops (cylinders, spheres, and planes). It shows a nearly

linear gear ratio. The free space consists of five narrow
channels iliat quantify gear play.
The design goal is to optimize the gear placement, toolh
shape, and tooth spacing for smooth drive with minimal

play. We need to analyze the contacts between pairs of
teeth and the ConLact changes due to teeth meshing and 00meshing. Figure 3 shows configuration spaces with teeth
length 6.2 cm instead of 5 cm and with one axis tilted by
0.8 degrees. The free space is broken into 25 disconnected
regions which indicates thai the gears jam. The teeth cannot unmesh because they are either 100 high or misaligned.
Each free space region shows how much the gears can

move when a specific pair of teeth engages. With longer
teelh, the contact relation between tooth sides is as before,
but the contact curves are longer, intersect. and thus disconnect lhe free space. With a slanted axis. all the contacts
are affected, so the free space is disconnected and changes
shape.
The third example is a spatial Geneva pair (Figure 4).
The cam is a plate with a pin and a half cylinder mounted
on it The follower is ahollow hemisphere with four evenly
spaced slots and circular cutouts. The cam rotates around
an axis through the cylinder center and the follower rotates around a vertical axis. As the cam rotates, the pin
engages a follower slot and rotates by 90 degrees. When
the pin disengages. the cam cylinder engages a follower
cutout and prevents it from moving until the pin engages
the next slot. The contact space contains four diagonal re~
gions where the pin drives the follower, and four vertical
regions where cylinder engages the cutouts. The design
task is to find a pin angle and a slot clearance that guarantee the correct contact sequence. For example, if the pin
reaches the slot too soon it hils the side and blocks.

3 Configuration space computation
We compute configuration spaces by the method that we
developed for planar pairs with two-dimensional configuration spaces [9]. We enumerate the pairs of part features
and generate contact curves for each pair. The curves partition configuration space into connected components. We
compute the components wilh a customized line sweep algorithm and retrieve the components that bound free space
regions. The algorithm handles the many degenerate cases
that arise in practice. The only change for spatial pairs is
contact curve computation.
Contact between two parts occurs when their boundaries intersect, but not their interiors. The contact points
satisfy geometric constraints that depend on Lhe dimension
and geometry of the touching features. For example, when
two faces touch, the outward normals at the contacl point
are collinear with opposite directions. The constraints for
face/edge, face/vertex, edge/edge, and edge/vertex contacts
are analogous. In each case. the constraint is expressible as
an algebraic equation in lhe part angles. The set of real solutions consists of configuration space curves.
The contact equations apply to algebraic features:
planes, cylinders. spheres, lines, circles, and points. 1\vo
part features touch when they contain lhe contact point
of their algebraic features. For example, a line segment
touches a hemisphere when the line is tangent to the sphere
and the contact point lies on the segmem and on the hemi~
sphere. This means that the feature parameters of the con~
tact point are in the allowable range. For the features that

Figure 4: Spatial Geneva pair and its configuration space.
Parameters (} and w are the cam and follower orientations.
we study, il is easy to compUle the parameters of the contact point, which allows us to test the contact conditions.
We can solve the contact equations in closed-form or
numerically. A closed-form solution is faster and more robust, butmay not be available. Ourchoice ofpartgeometry
allows us to formulate equations thal have closed-fonn s0lutions in most cases and that are otherwise readily solved
by standard numerical methods. Given !he solution curve,
we need 10 extract the contact curve, which is the subsel
where lhe feature parameters are in range. We compute the
configurations where the parameters equal their endpoint
values by the bisection method. An exact solution based
on Sturm sequences is also possible. These values partition the curves into in-range and out-of-range intervals.
The fonner are the contact curves.

4 Contact equations
We derive the contact equations and contact points for
all pairs of features. We analyze cylinder/cylinder. cylinder/sphere, plane/sphere. cylinder/circle, plane/circle and
sphere/circle. The other pairs are subsumed by these cases:
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Figure 5: Six types of contacts.

vertices and lines are equivalent to spheres and cylinders of
radius zero. Plane/plane and plane/cylinder contacts occur
at finite sets of configurations, hence do not fonn contact
curves. Circle/circle contacts are special cases of cylinder/circle. We assume lhat the rotation axes are skew; parallel axes are covered in prior work [9].
Figure 5 illustrates the six types of contacts. A point Po
in part I coordinates has global coordinates p = m+Ropo
with m the part reference point, () the rotation angle around
the part rotation axis. and R(J the rotation matrix. A point
qo in part 2 coordinates has global coordinates q = n +
R",Qo. We use this notation throughout the section.

4.1 cylinder/cylinder
Contact occurs when the distance between the cylinder
axes equals the sum of their signed radii. The sign is positive when the outward nonnal points out of the cylinder,
negative when it points into the cylinder, and zero when the
cylinder is a line. The sum of the radii must be positive for
contact La occur. The distance equals the length of the line
segment d = P - q that connects the cylinder axes and is
orthogonal to both axes. We have p = m + Ro(ao + O:Uo)
with Uo a unit vector along the cylinder axis, ao the point
on the axis closest to the part origin, and 0: a scalar paramn + R",(bo + (3'10)' Define 8
Ro8{J,
eter. We have q

=

=

RoUo, b = R,pbo. and v:::: R,pvo. The orthogonality
conditions are d . u = d . v = O. This is 8 system of two
linear equations for 0:, (3 whose solution is

0=

(b + D

-

m) . U + (D' v)Co . v)

(0' '1)2
(0 + D- m) . v + (D' v)(b . D)
1 (0''1)2
1

(1)
(2)

The solution uses the identities 8 . 0 = b . v = 0, which
follow from the choices of Ill) and bo as closest points to
the part origins, and u 2 = ~ :::: 1. '12 = vij = 1 which
follow from the invariance of length under rotation. The
contact equation is d 2 :::: (r + 3)2 with r and 3 the signed
radii. We simplify this equation La

o:(b' u) +(3(a·v) +2a·b+ (m-n)· (a+o:o-b-(3v) :::: k

b5 -

with k :::: afi +
(r + 3)2 - (m - n)2 a constant with
a· u = b· v = d· u = d· v = 0, 8 2 :::: aij, and b 2 ::::
bij. We substitute 0: and (3 to obtain a cubic equation in
sin'l/J and cos'l/J, which yields a degree-six polynomial in
t ~ 'an(,p/2). The conlact point is p - rd/lldll.

4.2 cylinder/sphere
Contact occurs when the distance between the cylinder
axis and the sphere center equals the swn of the signed

radii, which must be positive. The distance equals the
length of the line segment d = P - q that connects the
cylinder axis to the sphere center and is orthogonallo the
cylinder axis. We have q :::: n+R,pqo and p as before. The
equation (p-q) ·u = o yields a = (n-m-a+q)·u
with u 2 = 1. We substitute a to obtain a quartic equa(r + 8)2 in t tan('¢'j2). The contact point is
tion d 2
P -rd/lldll·

=

4.3

=

cylinder/circle

We derive the circle contact equations in a coordinate
frame that lies at the center of the circle with the z axis
perpendicular to the circle plane. We compuLe B as a function '¢'.
Contact occurs when the circle is tangent to the ellipse
in which the xy plane intersects the cylinder. The center
of the ellipse, 0, is the intersection point of the cylinder
axis p = m + a + au with the xy plane. We compute a
by setting the z component to 0 then substitute lo obtain
o as a linear function of u. The major axis of !he ellipse
is parallel to the projection of the cylinder axis onLo the

xy plane. Its magnitude is a = ru=j lui +

'lJ~

and its

direction is a = tan-1(u,,/u:r.) with r the signed cylinder
radius. The minor axis has magnitude r and is orthogonal
to the major axis.
The circle is tangent to the ellipse when its center lies
on a similar ellipse whose axes are a + .'I and r + .'I with
.'I the signed circle radius. The equation of this ellipse is
(K R,,1(z, ')-(0.. 0,)])' = 1 with K = (l/a+" 1/a+r)
a diagonal matrix and with (x, y) an arbitrary point on the
ellipse. We substitute the circle center (0,0) for (x, y) to
obtain the contact equation (KRao)2 = 1 of degree six.
The contact point is the intersection point of the circle and
the ellipse.

4.5

az{p:r. - m z ) + ay{P1l - mil)

+k =

planefcin:Ie

Contacl occurs when the circle is tangent to the intersection line of the plane wi!h the xy plane. The plane equation

O.

The circle is tangent to the line when the signed distance
from the origin to the line equals the radius .'I, which is
positive because the circle must be convex for contact The
equation is

planefsphere

Contact occurs when the distance from the sphere center q to the plane equals the sphere radius. The sphere must
be convex, so the radius is positive. We use the signed distance along the outward normal of the plane, which guarantees that the sphere lies on the outside of the planar face.
The plane equation is a· (p - m) + k = 0 with P a generic
point on the plane, a = Rsl!o the nonnal, and k a constant.
The contact equation is a . (q - m) +k +r = 0 withr the
sphere radius, which is quadratic in t. The contact point is
q -ra.

4.4

is a . (p - m) + k = 0 with a = RoB{) the outward nonnal
of the plane and k a constant We obtain the line equation
by setting p= = 0, which yields

-a:r.m:r. - aym U+ k + sJai +
which is quartic in

a~ =

0,

t, where t = tan ~. The contacl point

i"o/lloll·
4,6 spherelcin:le
Contact occurs when the circle is tangent to the intersection circle of !he sphere with the xy plane. The center
of the intersection circle, 0.. is the projection of !he sphere
center p = m + RoPo onto the xy plane, which we obtain
by setting p=
O. The radius is r
sign(Rh.!R2 ~
with R the signed radius of !he sphere. The contact equation is 11011 = r + .'I wi!h 8 the signed circle radius. The
sum must be positive in which case the contact equation is
quartic in t. The contact point is 80/11011.

=

=

5 hnplementation
We have implemented a preliminary configuration
space computation program in Maple with the linear algebra and 3D geometry packages. The part shapes are in constructive solid geomelry representation, which is converted
to boundary representation. The program derives algebraic
algebraic contael equations by substituting the rotation and
translation matrices of the parts. It solves them for the contact curves (symbolically when possible), and constructs
the configuration space partition with the lower envelope
package, using numerical routines for contact curve intersection. Contacts between symmetric features, such as the
25 teeth contacts in Figure 2, are computed only once. All
the configuration spaces in this paper were computed with
that program.

6 Conclusions
We have presented the first configuration space computation algorithm for spatial fixed-axes pairs and have
demonstrated a preliminary implementation on three mechanical design examples. We plan to develop a complete implementation with an interface to a standard CAD

package. We are missing a reliable and efficient algorilhm
for solving the contact equations. All the contacts have
closed-form solutions, except possibly cylinder/cylinder
and cylinder/circle. These pairs have closed-fonn solutions
when the cylinder axis is parallel to the rotation axis. which
is the most common case. Numerical solutions will probably be acceptable, notably homotopy methods. When this
program is completed, we will extend our simulator and
tolerance analysis to spatial systems.
The next step in our research is to handle other part geometry. We can approximate the geometry with planes,
cylinders. and spheres or develop new contact equations.
We plan to study the tradeoffs on pairs, such as helical
gears and screws, that pose unanswered mechanical design
questions. Moving beyond analysis, we plan to develop
design synthesis tools based on the configuration space
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